Suggested procedure for dispersive waves on a wire.				June 14, 2008		rev 0
[Higher frequencies travel faster, wave speed is at the 'group velocity', not the phase velocity.]

String some music wire across the lab, maybe 8-10 m long.
Tape one end of the wire to the far wall, and the other end to the 'sound board' (card board, insulation board, etc.)
Tape the tie-clip mike to the sound board.

Bring up the Audacity application.  It should record at 44 kHz.  (It can also record at 96 kHz)

Connect the microphone through the audio amplifier and then into the headphone jack of your computer.

Pick a spot about half way from the sound board to the wall (2-3 m ).  D is the distance from the strike to the mike.

Start recording in Audacity. Walk over and strike the wire.  Come back and stop recording.

Select the part where the waves from the strike arrive. Check by zooming out that the waves are not clipped.
You may have to adjust the amplifier to get a signal which is big enough to see and not clipped by the amp.

Select the part which seems good. Be sure to have a little extra on the beginning, in case something might be visible there.

Export as a WAV file.

Bring up the excel file 'slinky_scroll_fit_2008a.xls'  The excel sheet and the WAV file must be in the same directory.

Type in the WAV file name in the exel sheet. Press the 'Convert' button'. This converts the wav file and places time and amplitude starting in A10 and B10.  The time is in milliseconds !!  Calculations take account of this, and it's also in the slope.

Use the sliders for scrolling to find peaks which seem equally spaced. 
Move the 'comb' (one slider for position, one for comb spacing) till it fits the peaks best.
Press the 'Take Data' button.  This calculates the frequency, and records frequency and time in one row.

Go to the next set of peaks and repeat.  When you have enough points, do a plot.
Keep in mind you will get reflections after maybe 50 ms

There is a column for 1/f^2.  Do a plot of 1/f^2 vs time and see if it is straight.
omega = c kappa k^2
The slope should be 2/D sqrt( kappa c)    [ the factor of 2 is for the group velocity v = d omega/d k ]
kappa is a/2 and for our piano wire a = 1/4 mm  ( diameter is 1/2 mm )
c is about 5100 m/s for steel.




